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In this paper an alternative approach to the method of asymptotic expansions for the study of a

singularly perturbed linear system with multiparameters and multiple time scales is developed. The

method consists of developing a linear non-singular transformation that transforms an arbitrary

n-time scale system into a diagonal form. Furthermore, a dichotomy transformation is employed to

decompose the faster subsystems into stable and unstable modes. Fast, slow, stable and unstable
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original system in terms of the solution of an auxiliary system. This method yields a constructive and
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1 Introduction
Singular perturbations of two point boundary value problem is an active subject of research with

long history. By employing the asymptotic expansion of such systems under strong conditions on the

coefficient matrices, existence, uniqueness and approximations of solutions of such systems are studied

in [12,13,14]. In [2,5,15,16], under less demanding conditions on the coefficient matrices, boundary

value problems for two-time scale linear systems are analyzed. Furthermore, the fast and slow mode

decomposition approach [2,9,16] provides a modern alternative technique to study the singularly

perturbed systems. Moreover using a dichotomy transformation to decompose the faster subsytems

into stable and unstble modes yields a constructive and computationally atractive procedure to

investigate such problems [10,15,17,18].
In this paper, by following a hierarchial order reduction scheme of a joint multiparameters and

multi-time scale singular perturbation of linear system [6,8,11], a linear non-singular transformation

which totally decouples an arbitrary n-time scale and multiparameter linear singularly perturbed

system, is developed. Furthermore, a dichotomy transformation is employed to decompose the faster

subsytems into stable and unstble modes. Sufficient conditions are given for existence and uniqueness

of solution of an auxiliary boundary value problem which guarantees the existence, uniqueness and

approximation of solution of given boundary value problem. The obtained conditions are given in

terms of known coefficient matrices.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, by following the argument [6,8,11], a joint multi-

time scale multiparameter singularly perturbed two point boundary value problem is formulated. For

the sake of convenience and simplicity a few notations are defined in section 3. These notations will be

used throughout this paper. In section 4, by following the decoupling procedure in [6], a totally

decoupling process is briefly discussed. Moreover, the asymptotic behaviour and the representation of

the transformation in terms of the given coefficient matrices is given. In section 5, by developing a

dichotomy transformation which decomposes the faster subsystems of totally decoupled system into

stable and unstable subsystems, the existence, uniqueness and approximation of the original problems

are investigated. An example illustrating the decomposing procedures and finding an approximate

solution is presented in section 6. This example exhibits the generalization and extension of the work

of Wilde and Kokotovic [17,18].

2 Problem Formulation

Consider a linear time-varying system of differential equations

with the boundary condition

n rp j (2.1)E E Ai(t)XpkeXij
p-1 k-1
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n rp
Qj n rp jp BJE E (’1 Xpk(0) + E E Rik(’) (1/ = (’)

p--1 k=l p=l k=l
Xpk (2.2)

rn nijrl ..’ln ’2n.- ’n Rwhere,----(, ,21..., 1 Xij j E J(1,ri), E J(1,n); ri’s are positive integers

and J(a,b)----{ a, a+l,...,b}; a,b(Z+
r

U {0}, n =.,nij; the dimension of the entire system (2.1) is
j=.

n
N-En i.

i=l
In (2.1) all the coefficient matrices are continuous on IR + and have appropriate

dimensions. For jeJ(1, ri) and e J( 1, n), parameters ’i’s are positive real numbers. For fixed

i J(1,n), ali’s have the same order with respect to j.

following inequality is valid:

This means that for fixed E J(1,n), the

_.e _< < T j,ke J(1,ri).

S , Swhere_e , are some positive numbers. Furthermore, for any j J(1,ri), have different order

with respect to i.

Assumption A 1.2.1"

,1 = 1

(2.4)
lira +1 = 0 for J(2,n-1)
el"* 0 i

1

where i- (e , ’i )’

Using (2.4), we can rewrite the system (2.1)-(2.2) as

with the boundary condition

n
= E DiAij(t)Xj,ii
j--1

(2.5)

n
E oi]( )xj(0) +
j=l

n
E Rij(’)Xj(1)= Bi(,), e J(1,n)
p=l

(2.6)
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where Xi (XI ,Xi2T "x’T,r. )T E J(1,n); Aip JP t--(Aik ))nixnp Qip() -(Q.:(e) )nlxnp
JPRip(e) = ik (e))nixnp Bi(e) ((e) )nix I

i,p E J(1,n).

For simplicity we omit the arqument of the coefficient matrix functions.

are block matrices

being defined by:

The matrices in (2.5)
that are formed in an obvious way from the coefficient matrices in (2.1) with Di’s

where Iir" are the identity matrices of appropriate dimensions.

of the D matrices are bounded, that is,

Ii2 Iir }, iE J(1,n). (2.7)

In view of (2.3)and (2.4), the elements

o
e < < ’i JJ(l’ri)’ iJ(1,n). (2.8)

where the bounds in (2.8) depend on the corresponding bounds in (2.3).
equivalent to multiparameter multiple time scale system (2.1)-(2.2).

Thus system (2.5)-(2.6)is

3 Notations and Definitions.

For the sake of simplicity and convenience to our future presentation, let us introduce the

following notations.

For m q J(O,n-1), r E J(0,m), J(r,n)

Xm : XT (m-l), X?_ +2(m-2).. xr(o) ),lr ( XlT (m), X2T(m),. ., 1-r (m), X__r+l r "’

xm0 Xm Xml = Xmlr lr (0) lr lr (1)’

where xl Xn

Q(0,e) (Qi,j(e) )nxn R(0,e) Rij(e )nxn B(e) ( Bi(e )nxl"

ir I*nrxnr r r
n x =lnii--1

I(r)-- I n n
n x n

i--r i=r
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and for m fi J(0,n-2)

Lm = Ln-m 1 Ln-m 2 Ln-m n-m-1

Mm --(MTn_m M2T n m "’MTn-m-1 n-m )T

Define

A.m. = ( DiAij
’J

irja-- 1

and ,m is defined by

m { DiAij
=

m-1

,for m= 0andij fi J(1,n)

+ m--1 Ln for m E J(1,n-1) and ij eJ(1,n-m);in-m+l m+lj

,for m= 0andid J(1,n)

+]km-1 Etm-1 1] -1in-m+1 n--m+ln--m+ for m fi J(1,n-1)
and ij J(1,n-m).

m can be represented by. 11(m) /i- 12(m)

21(m) 22(m)

mwhere . 11(m) : (ij)
(n-m--l) x (n--m-- 1) -22(m) -&nm--m n--m and m C J(0,n-2).

For m J(0,n-2), we denote

Am
All(m) Al2(m)

enimAl2(m) en !, mA22(m)

where All(m) = (e ki )(n-m-l)x (n--m--l)

_I__ mT 1__ mT 1A12(m) ( ln-m e2 2n--m"’en_m_ 1
mT Tn-m-1 n-m)

A21(m) = hm -m hmn--m I An-m2"’" n-mn-m-l)’

A22(m) 2n-m n-m
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For m E J(0,n-2), we denote

Dm diag(elI 1 e2I2...en_m_lIn_m_l)

-1-Lm _-- 22(m) A21(m)

/Im t 12(m) ./t22(m)
-1

4 Diagonalisa.tion Process.
In this section our aim is to develop a procedure to totally decouple the original system (2.5).

This can be done by carrying over the procedure exactly in analogous manner as in [6]. The only

difference is that the boundary conditions are changed in the process due to the application of

transformation. By following a procedure analogous to section 4 in [6], at m-th step, we will have,

Am Xnm_Sn-m c nm--m= m

(4.1)

Sn-m d en_ Jn_i(i+l)=( A22(i en_ L A12(i) Xn_i(i+l), for ieJ(0,m-1).

Q(m,e)Xnmm0_ i + R(m’e)xn2-1 -- B(), mCJ(0,n-2) (4.2)

Coupled system (4.1 Sn-m c) can be rewritten as

Xm A1 (m) m
n-m- 1 1 Xn-m- 1 + A12(m) Xn-m(m),

(4.3)
men--m n--m(m)-- A21(m) Xn_m_ 1 + A22(m) Xn-m(m),

en_ n_i(i+l)= A22(i en_ L A12(i) ) Xn_i(i+l), for ieJ(0,m-1).

e m0 mlQ(m, )Xnm_l+ R(m, 1e)Xnm_ B(e) (4.4)

Assumption A 4.1 A22(m) is non-singular.

Now we apply Chang’s transformation [1] defined by

to system (4.3)with (4.4),
where n Tn,

Xnm-+m1 = ’n--m Xnm-m (4.5)
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Tn-m 0

0 I(n--m)
for mEJ(1,n-2)

-m-l+ en-mMmLm -en-mMm
and Tn-m = for meJ(0,n-2). (4.)

-Lm In-m

and Lm,Mm satisfy the following differential equations:

en--m Lm= -en--m Lm (All(m) + A12(m)Lm) + A21(m) + A22(m)Lm,
(4.7)

en--m lIm =-Mm(A22(m)-en-mLmA12(m))+en-m(All(m)+A12(m)Lm)Mm +A12(m)-

Then we will have
m+l .,m+lXn_m_ 1 = (All(m) + Ai2(m) Lm ) An_m_1

en_ n_i(i+l)= A22(i) en_ L A12(i) Xn_i(i+l), for iEJ(0,m)

(4.8)

m+l 0 m+l 1Q(m+ 1,e)Xnm + R(m+ 1,e)Xnm = B(e)

-1 -1
where Q(m+l,e) Q(m,e) "n-m R(m+ 1,e) = R(m,e) "n-m.

(4.9)

Furthermore, this fast and slow mode decoupling procedure terminates after (n-1) steps. In the

light of this, in in (4.1) and (4.2) belongs to J(1,n-1). At the end of (n-l) steps the original system

(2.4) with (2.5) will be completely decoupled.

This totally decoupled system is rewritten as

(I I- All(n-I) U 1
(4.to)

en-m(Jn-m = A22(m) en-m Lm A12(m)] Un-m for mJ(0,n-2).

Q(n-l,e) U0 + R(n-l,e) U 1 = B(e), (4.11)

Remark 4.1"

equations.

From (4.7), for mJ(0,n-2), Tn-m is determined by the following differential
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Where

en--m Lm- -en-m Lm (All(m) + A12(m)Lm) + A21(m) + A22(m)Lm,
(4.12)

en--mm m(A22(m)-en--mLmA12(m))+en-mm(A1 l(m)+A12(m)Lm)n 1 m
+DmA12(m).

Mm = Dm Mm.

Remark 4.2: We remark that instead of applying transformations n, n_l,...,n-m successively,

to the original system (m+ 1) times, we can apply a composition of transformation

Tn-m = ’n_mO’n_m+ 1’’ .On
to the original system (2.5). An application of this composite transformation Tn-m to (2.5) gives rise

to (4.8). The structure of Tn-m is as follows.

Wn-m
1 1

n--m 0 Pn_m+ 1(1) Cn_m+l(1) Pn_m+2(2) Cn_m+2(2)
O

2 20 I(n--m Rn_m+l(1) Pn_m+ 1(1) Rn_m+2(2) Pn_m+2(2)

P1n(m) Cn(m)
0...0

Rn(m) P2n(m)

where, for all meJ(0,n-2) and qeJ(0,m-1), Pln_q(k), p2n_q(k), Cn_q(k), Rn_q(k) are given by

for 1 <_k<_n-q- 1,

IPln-q (k)l.. {
I +en-qM n-qLn_q j

en-qM n-qLn-q j

,for i=j, l<_id<_n-q-k,

,for #j, 1 _< i,j _<n-q-k.

[Rn(1).. = -Ln j for i--1, l<j<n--q--1,

ERn--q(1)id
for i=l, l<_j<_n-q-1,

for 2_<i_<q+l, l_<j_<n-q-1.
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for 2_<k< n--q--1

en--qMn_q_k+ n-qLn-q j

[Rn-q(k- 1)]..
d

,for i=j, 1 <id <n-q-k.

for 2<i_<k+q, l<_j<_n-q.

Cn(1)i, 1
= --enMin, forl<i_<n-q-1,

--{[Cn-q(1)lid
-en-qMi n-q for 1 <i<n-q- 1, j = 1,

for 1 <i<n-q+ 1, 2<j_<q+ 1.

for 2_<k<_ n--q--1

[Cn-q(k)]. ={
en-qMi n-qLn-q n-q-k+j

"J [Cn_q(k- i)]..

p2n(1) In,
P2n_q (1) I(n-q),

,for l_<id _<n-q-k, j- 1,

for 2<i_<n-q-k, 2<j<k+q.

Ip2n-q (2)].. :
Ij

In-l+en Mn-1 nLn n-1 ,for i=l, j--l,

Ln n- 1 ,for i=2, j = 1,

-en Mn-1 n ,for i=1, j=2,

In ,for i=2, j = 2,

In--q+en--q Mn_q_ 1 n-q Ln-q n-q-1 ,for i=l, j--l,

Ln-q n-q- 1 ,for i=2, j = 1,

-en-q Mn-q-1 n-q ,for i=l, j=2,

I-, -1
Pa-q(1) 1.. ,for i=2, j--2,

IJ

0 ,for 3_<i_<q+2d--1 and i-l,3_<j_<q+2,
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In-k+ 1 +en Mn_k+ 1 nLn n-k+ 1 ,for i=l, j= 1,

en Mn_k+ n Ln n-k+j ,for 2<_i<_k-1, j=l, and i=l, 2<_j<_k-1,

-Ln n-k+1 ,for i=k, j=l,

-en Mn_k+ 1 n ,for i=l, j=k,

kPa(k-1).. ,for 2_<i, j_<k,
Ij

In-q-k+l+en-q Mn-q-k/l n-qLn-q n-q-k+1 ,for i=1, j-l,

en--q Mn_q_k+ n Ln-q n-q-k+j ,for 2<_i<_k-1, j=l, and i=1, 2<_j<_k-1,

Ln_q n-q-k+ 1 ,for i=k, j = 1,

-en-q Mn-q-k+ 1 n-q ,for i=l, j-k,

Ep2n_q(k-1)-] ,for 2<i, j_<k,

,for k+l_<i<_k+qj=l and i=l, k+l_<j_<k+q,

We note that T2, transforms the original system (2.5)-(2.6) into totally decoupled system

(4.10)--(4.11). Furthermore, we observe that

In-m-1 en-mMm ]Sn--m = (4.13)
Lm In-m +en-mLmMmJ

is the inverse of Tn-m, for mJ(0,n-2), and hence ’n-m is invertible. Denoting n-m as the

inverse of ’n-m, $2= nO,n_lo...o2 is an inverse of T2. Therefore the solution of the original

system can be given interms of the solution of the totally decoupled multi time scale system

(4.10)--(4.11) by

X(t) S2(t)U(t)
where U(t) is the slution of (4.10)-(4.11).

The validity of the transformation is established, by establishing the existence, uniqueness,

boundedness and other fundamental properties of (4.7) for rn E J(0,n-2) in [7]. For the sake of

completeness, we present the desired assumptions.
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Assumption A4.1: For every m E J(0,n-2), the absolute value of the real part of all eigen values of

.22(m) are greater than or equal to 2am where am > 0.

Assumption A4.2: Coefficient matrix functions Aij ijeJ(1,n) in system (2.4) and l(m)
m J(0,n-2) are bounded.

Assumption A4.3" ]kl(m) ]k21(m /12(m) /l(m) m J(0,n-2), are bounded and satisfies

the following lipschitz condition.

]],l(m,t)/21(m,t)- l(m,s).21(m,s)[[ _< m It-sl for 0_<t,s_<l,

]]/i,12(m,t)/il(m,t) 12(m,s)l(m,s)[[ _< mm It-s[ for 0_<t,s_<l,

for some positive real numbers m and mm.

Remark 4.3: From the boundedness of coefficient matrices Ai iJ(1,n), and the definition of

Al1(0), A12(0), A21(0 and A22(0), it is clear that enA11(0), enA12(0), A21(0 and A22(0 are

bounded. If L0 is bounded then it is clear that en_lA11(1), en_lA12(1), A21(1 and A22(1) are

bounded. Continuing this process, one can conclude that if Lm_ 1 is bounded, then it follows that

en_mAll(m), n_.mA12(m), A21(m and A22(m are bounded.

Moreover, if L0 = ’0 + O(e;. 1) then

A22(1) 22(1)/O(e;n I
), A21(1)=/i,21(1

A12(1)_ /i,12(1)+D10(enen ;ni), All(1 /11(1) +D10(e i). Continuing in

n ekthis manner, one can conclude that if Lm = Lm + O(,K 1
)’ then

n ek n ekA22(m+ l) ,h-
22 (m+11+ ] O(el’_l), A21(m+l)--/i21(m+l) + ]

k=n-m k=n-m

n ek n

A12(m+l)--/i’12(m+ll+Dm.l E O(), A11(m+ll=.h.11(m+l)+Dm_1n=n-m = -m

Remark 4.4: From the approximations ofLm and Mm, it can be observed that
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where

n kT2 =,],2 + O(ek,1k=2

,2 2o O’n,

and

"n--m =

n--m-- 1 0 0

-Lm n 0

0 0 I(n--m)

Similarly

where

and

;n-m =

nSO- 2 + E O(ek:i)k--2

2 nO o2,

m-1 0 0

Lm In- 0

0 0 I(n--m)

5 Exi,,.stence an__4d _aooroximation.

In this section we give sufficient conditions to establish the existence of solution and to find an

approximate solution of the original problem (2.5)-(2.6). The obtained conditions are easy to verify

and computationally feasible. This is accomplished by developing a dichotomy transformation which

decompose the faster sub-systems in the totally decoupled system (4.10) into stable and unstable sub-

systems.

For this purpose let us introduce a few notations.

For mEJ(0.n-2).

F11(m)
A22(m en_mLmA12(m) =

F21(m)

F12(m)

F22(m)

where Fll(m),F12(m),F21(m and F22(m are of dimensions kmxkm, kmx(nn_m-km),
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(nn_..m-km)xkm and (nn_m-km)x(nn_m-km) respectively, km’s are number of eigenvalues of

22(m) with negative real part.

II(m) 12(m)
22(m) :

21(m) 22(m)

where Fij(m ’s have the same dimensions as of Fij(m) ’s for ideJ(1,2).

IUn-m IWn-m 1 n-m
Un-m = Wn-m = rn--m =

Un-m ?n-m n-m

where Un_m 1’ Wn-m 1’ n-m 1 are of dimensions kmxl and Un_m 2’ Wn-m 2’ n-m 2 are

of dimensions (nn_m-km)xl.
Now we consider the totally decoupled system (4.10). Faster sub-systems in (4.10) can be rewritten as

n--m 1 Fll(m) F12(m) Un-m
en_m = mJ(O,n-2). (5.1)

n--m F21(m) F22(m) n-m

We apply a transformation defined by

Wn--m Un-m
En-m

n-m n-m

to system (5.1),
where

En-m = Ikm + PmNm -Pm

-Nm Inn-m-km

and Nm, Pm satisfy the following diferential equations

en-mlIm Nm(F11 (m) +F12(m)Nm)+F21(m) +F22(m)Nm

Nm(0 : N0m,
en-mm Pm(F22(m)-NmF12(m))+ (F 1 l(m)+F12(m)Nm)Pm +F12(m)

Pro(l)- plm.
(5.3)
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Then we will have

’Vn_m 11(m) +F12(m)Nm 0 Wn_m
en_m = (5.4)

12(m n--mn-m 0 F22(m)-NmF

For the validity of the transformation En-m, we will consider the algebraic equation corresponding to

(.2),
0 : --m’ll(m) + 22(m)m m12(m)m + 21(m) (5.5)

and assume the following assumption for a solution m(t) of (5.5) for 0_<t<_l.

Assumption A5.1: For mEJ(0,n-2) equation (5.5) has a bounded solution m(t), tE[0,1] and it has a

bounded derivative for every te[0,1]. Furthermore, assume that ’ll(m)+12(m)m and

22(m)-m12(m) are unstable and stable matrices, respectively.

Theorem 5.1" Let the assumptions A2.1, A4.1, A4.2, A4.3 and Ab.1 be satisfied. Then equation (5.2)
has a solution Nm and

n ekNm = Nm + E O(ek,1), (5.6)
k=n-m

where Nm is as in A5.1.

Moreover, Fll(m)+F12(m)Nm and F22(m)-NmF12(m
respectively.

Proof: Let us consider the following differential equation

are unstable and stable matrices,

en--mAm ANm(F11(m) +F12(m)Nm)+(F22(m)-mF12(m))ANm ANmF12(m)ANm +lm
(.7)

ANm(0) = Nm(0) m(0),

where
--*

lm = -Nm(Om +OmNm) +OmNm+Om-en-mNm,

n ekand Om = O(ek_ i).k=n-m

and we will show that
n ekII’XNmll -< E o(e:,k "-n
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and Nm = Nm + ANm.

We note that (5.7) has a unique solution.

Let 1 (t,s) and 2(t,s) are fundamental matrix solutions of

en_m 2 (Fll(m)+F12(m)m) Z,

en--m r (F22(m)_mF12(m)) y, respectively.

From assumption A5.1, the approximation of Fij(m) and Lemmal in [4], we have
1 (s-t)] 0<t<s<l,Ilcx(t, )ll <_ en--m

2 (t--s)] 0<s<t<l.Ilce(t,)ll _< Ke exp en--m

where K1, K2, c 1 and c2 are some positive numbers independent of en_m.

A solution of (5.7) can be expressed as follows.

t 1 [ANm(s)F (m)(s)ANm(s)+lm(s)]l(s,t)ds.ANm=2(t’0)ANm(0)l(0’t) + 2(t,S)nL2m 12
0

Now we will show that if

then

IIXNm(0)II < Pl’

IlZXNm(t)ll < ,, fo all 0<t<_l,

where p, Pl will be defined later in this proof.

From (5.8) and (5.9), we have
t

a t] / I K exp[------IINm(t)ll _< KPlexpt-en_m 0

a (t 1
en-- rn --s)]en-m [l[ANm pk12 +kOm ds.

where K kl+k2, a = al+a2, IIF1211 <_ k12 and k 2 IImll /llSmll2/llmll

set

m(t) exp[enmt IIANm(t)li (5.11)

From (5.10) and (5.11) we will have
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t 1 [K k p m(s) + K k Om exp(.h.a_..mS)] ds.m(t) < K pl + en-m 12

From the above integral inequality, we obtain the following estimate.

m(t) < KPl exp[eK:l._2:t] + Kk Om
a-en---mKkl2 [exp[ena_.mt

exprKkl2ptcn,mt]]
From (5.11) and the above inequality, we will have,

a-Kkl2Pt] + Kk
a
OmIlZXNmll _< KPlexp[ en.m, -Kkl2p

Choose

P min(2 K k12’
4KkOm)

and Pl: min(&, ).

From the choice of Pl’ (5.12), we get,

n ekIlANm(t)ll _< P- O(i
k "i).k--n--rn

This completes the boundedness of solution of (5.7). It is obvious that Nm defined by

Nm(t) m(t) + ANm(t)
is a solution of (5.2). This together with the boundedness of Nm and ANm implies the existence of

bounded solution Nm of (5.2). Unstability of Fll(m)+F12(m)Nm and stability of

F22(m) NmF12(m) follows directly from assumption A5.1 and the approximation of Fij(m and Nm

with ij(m) and m.
Assumption A5.2" Algebraic equation corresponding to (5.3)

0 = (11(m)+’12(m)m)Pm -Pm (}22(m)-m’12(m)) + 12(m) (5.13)

has a bounded soslution Pm, and Pm has a bounded derivative on 0_< t <_ 1.

Theorem 5.2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 and A5.2, equation (5.3) has a solution Pm and

it can be approximated by solution Pm of (5.13).
Proof: Proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Therefore, we omit the details.

Now we will apply a transformation to the totally decoupled system (4.10) so that it decomposes

every faster sub-systems into stable and unstable subsystems and leaves the slowest subsystem as it is.
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Let

E = diag { Inl,E2,.. .,En }.

We apply the transformation E defined by

T T T (U1T U?I u2T2...Unl Un2(WlT w2T1 w2T2 ...Wnl Wn2) = Z T T )T

to totally decoupled system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11).
have

@I All(n-’l) Wl’

Then, from (5.1)-(5.4), we will

n--m
n--m 1 l(m) +F12(m)Nm 0 Wn_m

n-m 0 F22(m)-NmF12(m n-m

meJ(0,n-2)
(5.14)

Q(n-l,e) E-l(0) W(0) + R(n-l,e)E-I(1) W(1) B (5.15)
Now we establish the existence and uniqueness of a bounded solution of the totally decoupled

system (4.10) with boundary condition (4.11) and the original boundary value problem (2.5)- (2.6).
For this purpose we prove the exixtence and uniqueness of a bounded solution for the decomposed

system (5.14)-(5.15).
Theorem 5.3: Let the assumptions A2.1, A4.1, A4.2, A4.3, A5.1 and A5.2 be satisfied, let V(e)

defined by

V(e) Q(n-l,e) E-l(0)diag{l(0,0),21(0,0),22(0,1),...,bnl(0,0),n2(0,1)}

+ R(n-l,e) E-l(1) diag{l(1,0),21(1,0),22(1,0),...,$nl(1,0)n2(1,0)}
has an inverse, and its inverse is bounded.

where, l(t,s), Cn-m 1 (t’s)’ n-m 2(t’s)’ m6J(0,n-2) are fundamental matrix solutions of

(5.16)

I = All(n-l) WI’

en--m }n--m 1 = [Fll(m)+F12(m)Nml Wn-m 1’ (5.17)

en--m n--m 2 = [F22(m)-NmF12(m)] Wn-m 2’ mJ(0,n-2),

respectively. Then
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(i) fundamental matrix solutions l(t,s), Cn--m 1 (t’s)’ Cn-m 2 (t’s)’ mEJ(0,n--2) or (5.17) satisfy

C’n--m 1[[n--m l(’s)[[ -< Kn-m I exp[ n’m s-)], for 0<<s<l,

(5.181
C’n-m 2(t-s)], for 0<s<t<l, mEJ(0,n--2).I[n--m l(t’s)[[-< Kn-m 2 exp [-- en--m

and l(t,s) _< K 1 exp [al[t-s[ for 0_<t,s_<l,

where, for mJ(0,n-2), Kn_m 1’ Kn-m 2’ an-m 1’ an-m 2’ K1 and a1 are some positive

integers, independent of en_m. Moreover

Wl(t el(t,0) r/l,

Wi 1 (t) = i 1 (t’0) r/i 1’
(5.19)

Wi 2 (t) i 2(t’l) r/i 2’ ieJ(2,n),
W W )W RNis a bounded solution of (5.14)for any (r/IT r/2T1 r/2T2 r/nl r/n2 @

(ii) the decomposed boundary value problem (5.14)-(5.15) has a unique bounded solution which can be

expressed as (5.19) with

T T )T 7(e)-IB(e).(r/1T r/2T1 r/2T2 r/n1 r/n2

where V(e) is as defined in (5.16).

(iii) the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6) has a unique bounded solution and it is given by

X(t) S2(t) E-l(t) W(t).

where S2 as in Remark 4.2 and W(t) (Wl(t) W21(t) W22(t)...Wnl(t) Wn2(t))T.
Proof: From the boundedness of All(n-1) and from the stable, unstable modes as in Theorem 5.1,

proof of (i) follows immediately. Let us prove (ii). From the choice of initial values, it can be shown

that (5.19) satisfies the boundary condition (5.15). From (5.18) and from the boundedness of (e) -1,
we will have boundedness of the solution (5.19) of boundary value problem (5.14)-(5.15). Moreover,

non-singularity of U(e) guarantees the unique choice of initial values. That is, it gurantees the

uniqueness of solution of (5.14)-(5.15). This completes the proof of (ii). Now we complete the proof of

the Theorem by proving (iii). Since W(t) is the solution of the transformed decomposed system

(5.14)-(5.15), U(t) E-l(t) W(t) is the solution of the totally decoupled system (4.10) with (4.11).
Since S2 (T2) "-1 transforms (4.10) with (4.11) to the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6),

X(t) S2(t) E’-l(t) V(t) is the solution of (2.5)-(2.6). Boundedness of solution X(t) follows from
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the boundedness of W(t),E-l(t) and S2(t) for 0<t<l. Uniqueness of the solution X(t) follows from

uniqueness of U(t) and the non-singularity of E and T2.
Our objective in the rest of this section is to find an approximate solution of the totally

decomposed system (5.14)-(5.15) by a solution of a boundary value problem with the given coefficient

matrices and hence to find an approximate solution of the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6).
For this purpose let us consider an suxiliary system corresponding to the totally decomposed system

(5.14) as follows;

W 1 11(n---1) r 1,

n--m
m 0 22(m)-Nm12(m --m

((n-1)-1(0);(0) + t(n-1)-l(1)i(1)- B

where E = diag’Inl.

and En_m = Ikm + NmNm -Nm

-Nm Inn_m _km

We observe that the fundamental matrix solution of (5.20) approximates the fundamental matrix

solution of (5.14). Now we assume the following assumptions.

Assumption A5.3" For mEJ(0,n-2), the coefficient matrices

(’22(m)-ml12(m)) of (5.20) satisfies lipchitz condition for 0_<t_<l.

( 1 l(m)+ 12(m)m and

Assumption A5.4: V defined by,

((n_l)E-l(0)diag{inl,Ikn_2,0,...,Ik0 ,01 + l(n-1)g-1(1)diag{ 1 (1,0),0,...,0,Inn k0
}

has bounded inverse, where l(t’s) is the fundamental matrix solution of

W1 All(n-l) ;1’"

Theorem 5.4: Let the assumptions A2.1, A4.1, A4.2, A4.3, A5.1, A5.2, A5.3 and A5.4 be satisfied.
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Then,

(i) he solution in (5.19) of (5.14)-(5.15) can be approximated by

l(t) ---- l(t,0) Y 1(0),

n--m 1 (t) = exp[ (’ll(m)+’12(m)m)(0)tnt.m V’n--m 1 (0),

(l--t)
n--m 2 (t) exp[ (’22(m)--Nm’12(m))(1)eii.m] rn_m 1(1), mfiJ(0,n--2),

where l(t,0) is as in assumption A5.4,

and
nl n2

(’ll(m)+’12(m)Nm)(i) = ’ll(m,i)+’12(m,i)Nm(i), for i--0,1.

(ii) the solution X(t) of the original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6) can be approximated by

;2(t)g 1 (t) (t).

Proof: From Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we observe that E(t) can be approximated by E(t). Furthermore,

we notice that the fundamental matrix solutions of (5.14) can be approximated by the fundamental

matrix solutions given in (5.22). To complete the proof of (i) it is enough to show r/ij’s iE3(2,n),

jeJ(1,2) in (5.19) can be approximated by @i01 i12 ,ieJ(2,n), resspectively. This statement follows

from the fact that
n eki 2(0’1) -" E O(ek,i), for iqJ(O,n-2).

k=n-i

Let us prove (ii). From Theorem 5.3, the solution of he original boundary value problem (2.5)-(2.6)is

X(t) S2(t)E(t)W(t). From Remark 4.4, 2(t) approximates S2(t), from (i) (t), r(t)
approximates E(t), W(t) respectively. Hence ;2(t)E-l(t)c’(t) approximates X(t). This compleres

the proof of the theorem.

Remark 5.1" We note that the dichotomy transformation is determined by the system of differential

equation in (5.2) and (5.3). The results of this section generalize the results of Wilde and Kokotovic

[17,18] in a systematic way. This fact can be justified in the succeeding sections.
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6 Application

In this section we consider an optimal control problem. The preceeding results are applied to find

an approximate solution of the boundary value problem associated with the necessary optimality

condition.

Let us consider an optimal control problem.

]1 All(t) Xl + A12 (t) X2 + Bl(t) U,

e2 22 = A21(t) Xl + A22(t) X2 + B2(t) U.

with the performance index

= 1/2Ix xl ’"’ o x,
0 e2In2 X2

t =1

(6.1)

X1
t)+1/2lo{[XlT x2T]Q + uTR(t)U} de.

X2

and [xIT(0) x2T(0)] : iX01 T X20 T].
where state variables X1, X2 and control variables U are of n l, n2 and rn dimensional vectors,

e2respectively; II is positive semidefinite matrix for all 0_<e2 _<e, and

II e2II Q (t) Q (t) R1 (t) R1 (t)
e2 11 12 11 12 1 2

II = ,Q= ,R-

IIT2 H22 Q12(t) Q22 (t) R12 (t) R22(t)

Assumption A 6.1" For all 0_<t_<l, 0_<e2_<e, the coefficient matrices Aij, Qij’ Rij for ijJ(1,2); B

for iEJ(1,2) are twice continuously differentiable with respect to t. Furthermore, we assume that P is

symmetric positive definite and Q is symmetric positive semi definite.

With the assumption A 6.1, for the necessary optimality condition, the variables [XlT- Xr]T- and

adjoint variables [A1T A2T]T must satisfy the follwing boundary value problem 1,17]:the

1 All -Sll Xl A12 -S12 X2
+

i -Qll -AI AI -QI2 -A2TI A2

2 A21 -$21 Xl A22 -$22 X2
e2 = +

2 -Q21 -A2TI I -Q22 -A2T2 2

(6.3)
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with boundary condition

where

HI=

In1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 In2
0 0 0 0

H X(0) + H2 X(1)= H3

X 1
I

H2 =

0 0 0 0

-Hll In 1

0 0

-n x: o

-e2II12 0

0 0

1722 In2

X(0) = X(1) = and R- 1

Assumption A 6.2" For all tel0,1],

ranktB2, A22 B2,..., A-2 Bzl = n2,

SII S12 B1
$21 $22 B2

H3=

(6.4)

rank[Cff, A2T2 C2,...,A2n-2 C2 = n2

where C2 satisfies C2T C2 Q22"
Remark 6.1" From the assumptions A 6.1 and A 6.2, it is known [18,19] that the algebraic system

0 = KA22 A2T2 K+KS22K Q22’ (6.5)

has a symmetric negative definite solution , and -(A22 S22) is stable.

observed that

From this, it can be

-1

A22 -S22
=

_AT-Q22 22

D-I+D-lS22D-1T
+ND- 1S22D- 1TN +D- 1TN

_D-Is22D-IT

_D- IT_D-IS22D- i

where D =A22 S22.
From assumptions A6.1, A6.2 and Remark 6.1, it is obvious that assumptions A4.1, A4.2 and
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A4.3 are valid relative to system (6.3)-(6.4). Therefore, the decoupled system corresponding to this

system (6.3)--(6.4)is given by

01 {All-$11= +
AI2 -$12 L11 L12 } U1

e2
i:/3 =I A22 -$22 L11 L12 A12 _S12 } U3
04 Q22 -A -e2

L21 L22 -QI2 -A2TI U

(6.6)

with the boundary condition

H 1 T-I(0) U(0) / H2 T-l(1) U(1) H3 (6.7)

where

and

I2nl + e2 ML _e2 ’11 L12
W L = + O(e2)

L 12n2 21 22

"--1

A22 -S22 A21 -$21

Furthermore, we remark that the assumptions A6.1 and A6.2, in the context of Remark 6.1, imply the

validity of assumptions A5.1 and A5.2. This together with the applications of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, a

totally decomposed system similar to (5.20) can be written as

e2

I GII GI2 V’l
2 G21 G22 2

3
__--

A22-S22 N 0 3
)4 0 (A2T2 N $22) W4

(6.8)

with boundary condition
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where

H 1 "[’-1(0) (0) /(0) -t.-H2 "i"-1(1)’(1) xv;V(1) : H3 (6.9)

H 1 "-- 1(0) ’(0)

H2 "i’--1(I) g(1) =

In 1
0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Ell(0 [,12(0) In2 P(O)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

-IIll Inl 0 0

0 0 0 0

II1T2 II22L 11 (1) II22[, 12 (1) II22 + N(1) II22P(1) +In2
+L21(1) +[,22(1) +P(1)N(1)

and

Gll G12 All -Sll A12 -S12
G21 G22 -QII-ATl -QI2-A2TI

(6.10)

In order to apply Theorem 5.4, we need to verify the assumptions A5.3 and A5.4. We note that

assumption A6.1 implies A5.3. Thcrefore, we need to verify the validity of assumption A5.4. For this

purpose, it is enough to verify the in vertibility of the following matrix.

lnl In 1 0 0

Iil111(1) +12(1) 0 0

LII(O) Ll1(0) 0 P(O)

[-lIT2-n22L()+Lo.()], ()[-- IIT2 II22[, 11 (1) +L21 (1)]11 (1)
+ [- II22 [, 12(I) + [,22(1)]21 (1) +[-1122[,12(1)+[,22(1)]21(1)

-II22+N(1 0
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where
11(t) bl2(t)

21 (t) 22(t)
is the fundamental matrix solution of the slow system in (6.8).

Since P(0) and -II22 +N(1) are invertible, it is enough to verify the invertibility of

In1 0 Inl 0 0 0 11(1) 12(1)

--IIllll(1 --Iil112(1 0 0 -IIll Inl 21(1) 22(1)
+21(1) +22(1)

To verify the above statement, we present the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1: Let the assumptions Ae.1 and A6.2 hold. Then the recatti differential equation

Il = -K1Gll-G1T1KI+K1G12K1-G21’ K1-- IIll (6.12)

has a solution. Moreover, matrix given in equation (6.11) is invertible.

Proof: From the structure of Gij id-l,2 in (6.10), after several algebraic computations, we can

conclude that

G22 -GT1 (6.13)

=__ ]TG12 [B11 +S12KD-1B12-A12D-1B12]R-1 [Bll +S12KD-1B12---A12D-1B12
(6.14)

G21 --[Qll +(I +2)QIT2 +QI2(IT +2T)+(i +2)Q22(IT+2T)]
where

1 =Q12D-1K-1, 2 =A1T2KD-1K-1.
From the above identities (6.13) and (6.14), it is known that [18,19], (6.12) has a solution. To

complete the proof of the lemma, let us consider the following differential equation

VI Gll G12 1
@2 G21 G22 ]2

Now we apply a transformation defined by

Z 1

Z2
=T1
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to totally decouple the system (6.15),
where In l + K K2 K2

T1 =
_K

1 In

This decoupling procedure requires that K 1 satisfy equation (6.12) and K2 satisfy the following

differential equation

I2 --(Gll+G12K1)K2+K2(G1TI+K1G12)+G12 K2(0)= K02
Then we will have

I GII-GI2 K 1 0 Z 1

;2 0 -(G1T1-K1 G12 Z2

A fundamental matrix solution of the above linear system is given as

@ll(t,0) 0

0 @22(t,0)

From this and (6.16), a fundamental matrix of (6.15) is of the form

ell(t) 12(t) Inl +Kl(t)K2(t) -K2(t @ll(t,0) 0 Inl
21(t) 22(t) -Kl(t Inl 0 22(t,0) KI(0 In 1

K2(0)

+K1(0)K2 (0)_J
This together with K1 (1) = II11’ yields

In1 0 Inl K2(1)22(1) In 1 K2(0

-IIllll(1 -Iil112(1 0 2(1) KI(0 Inl +KI(0)K2(0
+21(1) +22(1)

It is obvious that the above matrix is invertible. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now by the application of Theorem 5.4, the expression in (5.23) and (5.24) with respect to (6.2) and

(6.3) are given by
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1(0) = X01,

2(0) = [Hl112(1) ff22(1)] -1 [-IIl111(1)+b21(1)] X01

/,3 (0) p_ 1(0)[X20 _0
= X2],

4(0) --[H22_N(1)]-1 {2(1)--IIT2X1(1)-H22X2(1)}
and for 0_<t<l,

Xl(t X l(t + O(e2)

Al(t) A l(t) + O(e2)

X2(t) X2(t) + r3(t) + P(t)g4(t) + O(e2)

A2(t) = 2(t) + N(t)3(t) + [In2+N(t)P(t)] 4(t) + O(e2)

where

X l(t) 1 (t),

" 1 (t) W2(t),

2(t)1 Lll (t) 12(t) 1 (t)

2(t)J 21 (t) L22(t) l(t
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